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Abstract. We present a generative model based approach for transductive learning for text classiﬁcation. Our approach combines three
methodological ingredients: learning from background corpora, latent
variable models for decomposing the topic-word space into topic-concept
and concept-word spaces, and explicit knowledge models (light-weight
ontologies, thesauri, e.g. WordNet) with named concepts for populating
latent variables. The combination has synergies that can boost the combined performance. This paper presents the theoretical model and extensive experimental results on three data collections. Our experiments
show improved classiﬁcation results over state-of-the-art classiﬁcation
techniques such as the Spectral Graph Transducer and Transductive Support Vector Machines, particularly for the case of sparse training.
Keywords: transductive learning, latent models, expectation-maximization.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Many applications require classiﬁcation models able to learn from few labeled
data and rich background corpora. Examples could be Amazon organizing book
descriptions into pre-deﬁned categories, Google or Yahoo! classifying crawled
Web pages into topic directories for more convenient access, or Wikipedia categorizing encyclopedia articles for better search and browsing. A learning paradigm
in which the data collection to be automatically labeled is available beforehand
is referred to as transductive inference.
Transductive learning is particularly attractive for text classiﬁcation with very
few explicitly labeled training documents, which happens whenever human assessment is the (time or cost) bottleneck on rapidly growing and highly diverse corpora. In such a setting, being able to harness the feature distributions
and relations among the unlabeled documents is an important asset to improve
the classiﬁer. Another potentially beneﬁcial asset is explicit knowledge about
concepts, words and phrases that express concepts, and the semantic relations
among concepts (e.g., hyponymy). Such knowledge sources may be given in the
form of an ontology or thesaurus.
J. Fürnkranz, T. Scheﬀer, and M. Spiliopoulou (Eds.): PKDD 2006, LNAI 4213, pp. 223–234, 2006.
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Prior work has mostly pursued “latent semantic” models such as spectral analysis, and the few approaches that have attempted to leverage explicit knowledge
sources focused on concept-aware feature spaces and did not integrate conceptword relationships into the learning procedure itself. Moreover, many of these
prior methods faced diﬃcult model selection problems regarding feature engineering and parameter tuning. In the current paper, we develop a novel approach,
based on a generative model with explicit concepts, that combines background
ontologies with transductive learning on large corpora. Our approach aims to
make classiﬁers more robust and improve classiﬁcation accuracy with very few
training data and as little model tuning as possible.
1.2

Contribution

Our approach is based on a generative model for text documents where words
are generated by concepts which in turn are generated by topics. We postulate
conditional independence between words and topics given the concepts. Once
the corresponding probabilities for word-concept and concept-topic pairs are estimated, we can use Bayesian inference to compute the probability that a test
document with known words but unobservable concepts belongs to a certain
topic. The concepts are used as latent variables here, but unlike earlier work
on spectral decomposition and latent semantic models [2], [6], [8] our concepts
are named and can be explicitly identiﬁed in the underlying ontology or thesaurus. We employ an iterative EM (expectation-maximization) procedure for
maximum-likelihood parameter estimation. The eﬀectiveness of EM greatly beneﬁts from a judicious initialization step that estimates word-concept probabilities
on the unlabeled part of the document collection, thus leading us to a transductive learning method.
For illustration, consider a training document that contains the ambiguous
word Java and belongs to the topic geography. Our method uses the background
ontology and the word-occurrence contexts of the entire corpus, comprising both
training and unlabeled documents, to map the word Java to its corresponding
concept Java, island belonging to Indonesia and, at the same time, estimate
the probability distribution of words that can express this concept (with, e.g.,
“Sumatra” or “Jakarta” having higher probabilities than “method” or “inheritance”). The statistics gained from the full corpus are fed into the EM procedure
to further improve the concept-word estimates and to learn the concept-topic
distribution. This technique populates only latent concept variables that have
signiﬁcant probability of being associated with the words occurring in documents, thus making the EM iterations much more eﬃcient and eﬀective. We
consider the following as our main contributions:
1. By using explicit concepts from an ontology or thesaurus and by using a
heuristic technique for bootstrapping the word-to-concept mapping, we avoid
the model selection problem inevitably faced by all techniques based on
latent dimensions (i.e., choosing an appropriate number of dimensions).
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2. By the same token, we avoid the combinatorial explosion in the space of parameters to be estimated (i.e., concept-word pairs), and we largely eliminate
the need for parameter smoothing (which is often a very tricky issue).
3. The initial word-to-concept mapping is very beneﬁcial for fast convergence of
EM, and reduces the danger of getting stuck in local maxima of the likelihood
function. The latter is an issue especially with very few training data.
4. Our method provides an intuitive and eﬀective way of exploiting the available resources, unlabeled documents from the full corpus and ontological
relationships among concepts, resulting in improved classiﬁcation accuracy
with few training data.
5. Our approach is more robust in the sense that it requires considerably less
tuning than other transductive methods.
In our experiments, with real-life datasets from the Reuters newswire corpus,
Amazon book reviews, and Wikipedia articles, we compare our method with
the Spectral Graph Transducer [11] and Transductive SVM classiﬁers [12] and
demonstrate the viability and superiority of our approach.
1.3

Related Work

There are many approaches to transductive learning. Transductive SVMs were
introduced by [20] and applied to text classiﬁcation by [1], [12]. They exploit
the structure in both training and test data for better positioning the maximum
margin hyperplane. However, as shown empirically and theoretically in [21],
learning a maximum margin from the unlabeled data in order to assign the labels
is unreliable. Generative model based approaches can exploit the information in
the unlabeled test collection for better estimating the generating distribution.
An example is the usage of unlabeled data for re-weighting labeled examples
[16]. Other methods represent the dataset as a graph and exploit the structure
in the entire dataset in search for mincuts [4] or for min average cuts [11].
Various latent aspect models have been proposed in the literature [2], [6], [8].
In all this prior work, latent dimensions are mathematical constructions without
any association to explicitly denoted concepts. This can make the interpretation
of classiﬁcation results by such methods diﬃcult or unintuitive. Moreover, all
prior methods require careful tuning of the number of latent dimensions. Finally,
latent aspect models are either completely unsupervised or used as preprocessing
step for feature engineering.
Explicit knowledge sources like ontologies, thesauri, or dictionaries have been
used in prior work on text classiﬁcation only for feature engineering, e.g., constructing composite words or phrases as features based on a thesaurus. Most
notably, the WordNet thesaurus [7] has been leveraged in various approaches of
this kind [3], [19]. In contrast, we propose integrating explicit knowledge about
word-concept relationships into the learning procedure itself.

2

Transductive Latent Model

In this section we introduce our framework and the theoretical model proposed.
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Generative Model

We are given a large document collection, D = {d1 , . . . , dr }, split into a small
training set with known topic labels, T = {t1 , . . . , tm }, and a large test set
with unknown topic labels. We have access to an ontology graph of concepts,
C = {c1 , . . . , ck }, where each concept has a set of synonyms and a short textual
description, and is related to other concepts by semantic edges (e.g., hypernymy/hyponymy relations). From the given collection we can select a set of
features, F = {f1 , . . . , fn } (words or phrases). A document is considered to be
a multiset of features. Our generative model for feature-topic co-occurrence can
be described as:
1. Select a topic t with probability P [t];
2. Pick a latent variable c with probability P [c|t], the probability that concept
c describes topic t;
3. Generate a feature f with probability P [f |c], the probability that feature f
means concept c.
The pairs (f, t) can be directly observed, while the existence of concepts implies
some form of word sense disambiguation; concepts are treated as latent variables.
Mathematically, our model is similar to the aspect model developed in [8].
However, while in the aspect model the number of concepts has to be known
a priori and the concepts themselves are implicit (an abstract mathematical
notion), our model uses existing knowledge resources (ontologies, thesauri) to
identify and select explicit concepts at runtime. A similar model was used in our
earlier work [9] for the inductive learning setting.
2.2

Learning Model Parameters

For tractability reasons, the generative model is based on two independence
assumptions: The observation pairs (f, t) are generated independently and the
features f are conditionally independent of the topics t, given the latent variable
c: P [(f, t)|c] = P [f |c]·P [t|c]. Using explicit concepts from a ﬁne-grained ontology
like WordNet helps alleviating the impact of these assumptions on the model
robustness. To describe the generative process of an observation (f, t), we sum
up over all the possible values that the latent variables might take

P [c] · P [(f, t)|c].
(1)
P [f, t] =
c∈C

We assume that the (f,t) pairs are generated from a multinomial distribution.
Thus, the likelihood of the observed (f, t) samples can be expressed as:
L = Πf ∈F,t∈T P [f, t]n(f,t)

P [c] · P [(f, t)|c])n(f,t)
= Πf ∈F,t∈T (
c∈C

= Πf ∈F,t∈T (



c∈C

P [f |c] · P [c|t] · P [t])n(f,t)

(2)
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where n(f, t) is the number of occurrences of feature f in the training set of topic
t (multiple occurrences in one document count multiple). The learning problem
consists in estimating the parameters (P [f |c], P [c|t], P [t]) of the generating
distribution, given the observed (f, t) samples. This can be formally expressed
as a maximization of the observed data log-likelihood:


n(f, t) · log(
P [f |c] · P [c|t] · P [t])
(3)
l=
f ∈F,t∈T

c∈C

Due to the sum inside the logarithm direct maximization of the log-likelihood
by partial derivatives is diﬃcult. To overcome this problem, we employ an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (see [10] for more details). The EM
algorithm works by 2 iterative steps:
– E-Step: Expectation step, in which posterior probabilities are estimated for
the latent variables, taking as evidence the observed data. For calculating
the estimates of the E-step, we use Bayes’ formula:
P [f |c] · P [c|t] · P [t]
P [(f, t)|c] · P [c]
= 
(4)




c ∈C P [(f, t)|c ] · P [c ]
c ∈C P [f |c ] · P [c |t] · P [t]
P [f |c] · P [c|t]
= 


c ∈C P [f |c ] · P [c |t]

P [c|(f, t)] = 

– M-Step: Maximization step, in which the current parameters are updated
based on the expected complete data log-likelihood, which depends on the
posterior probabilities estimated in the E-Step. Detailed justiﬁcation for the
equations (5), (6) and (7) is given in [10].

t∈T n(f, t)P [c|(f, t)]


(5)
P [f |c] =



f ∈F
t∈T n(f , t)P [c|(f , t)]

f ∈F n(f, t)P [c|(f, t)]

P [c|t] = 
(6)

c ∈C
f ∈F n(f, t)P [c |(f, t)]

f ∈F,c∈C n(f, t)P [c|(f, t)]

(7)
P [t] = 


t ∈T
f ∈F,c∈C n(f, t )P [c|(f, t )]
In order to compute the conditional probability of a document given a topic
P [d|t], postulating feature independence, the estimates P [f |c] and P [c|t] are
used:

P [f |c] · P [c|t]
(8)
P [d|t] = Πf ∈d P [f |t] = Πf ∈d
c∈C

Once we have estimates for the marginal distribution describing the generative
model, we can use Bayes’ rule to reverse the model and predict which topic
generated a certain document:
P [t|d] =

P [d|t] · P [t]
P [d|t] · P [t]
= 


P [d]
t ∈T P [d|t ] · P [t ]

(9)

We then substitute (8) into (9) and have a decision procedure for the classiﬁer.
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2.3

Problems and Solutions

EM faces two major problems:
1. The combinatorial explosion of the variable space in the model, since the
number of parameters is directly proportional to the cross-product of the
number of features, concepts and topics. These parameters are sparsely represented in the observed training data.
2. The possibility of slow convergence or convergence to a local maximum of
the likelihood function and missing the global optimum.
For the ﬁrst problem, it is desirable to prune the parameter space to
reﬂect only the meaningful latent variables. We propose two techniques to this
end.
Feature Selection. From the given collection we extract a set of features using
tf · idf ranking as a quality measure. For each term we compute its frequency in
the entire collection (tf) and its inverse document frequency (idf). We normalize
these quantities [5] and rank the terms according to their tf · idf value. As a
preprocessing step, we extract compound words, e.g. “exchange market”, using
a sliding window parser and a background dictionary (e.g WordNet), and treat
them as individual features. This step can play a role in capturing the semantics
of interesting and common language constructions; it also reduces some of the
computational overhead, while helping model robustness: many compounds have
only one meaning, e.g. “exchange market”, versus “exchange” and “market”.
Concept Set Selection. We use the WordNet thesaurus [7] as the basis for our
ontology graph. WordNet contains around 150,000 concepts (word senses) linked
by hierarchical relations. Using the entire set of concepts would result in a high
computational overhead and a high amount of noise. A better approach is to
select from the ontology only a subset of concepts that reﬂects the semantics
of the data collection. We call this the candidate set of concepts. This set is
selected in a preprocessing step, before running the EM algorithm; details are
given below. The size of this subset is only a few thousands concepts, as opposed
to some hundred-thousands available in the ontology.
For the second problem, slow or suboptimal convergence, it is desirable to
pre-initialize the model parameters to values that are close to the global
maximum of the likelihood function. In order to get a good initialization for our
parameters P [f |c] and P [c|t] we use a similarity-based mapping approach. The
technique consists of mapping features to concepts and concepts to topics, based
on similarity measures between contexts. The WordNet thesaurus can be seen as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the nodes are the diﬀerent concepts and
the edges are semantic relationships [7]. Let w be a word that we want to map to
the ontological senses. First, we query WordNet for the possible meanings of word
w. Let {c1 , . . . , cm } be the set of meanings associated with w. By taking also the
synonyms of these word senses, we can form synsets for each of the word meanings. Next, we apply a word sense disambiguation step by computing the overlap
between the local contexts of both the word observed in a document and each of
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its possible meanings. This type of approach is commonly used in the word sense
disambiguation literature. For each occurrence of word w in the text collection,
its local context is a text window around its oﬀset; the context for the concept
is taken from the ontology: for each sense ci we take its hypernyms, hyponyms,
holonyms and their short textual descriptions. The context of a concept in the
ontology graph can be taken until a certain depth, depending on the amount of
noise one is willing to introduce in the disambiguation process. In this work we
use depth 2. For each of the candidate senses ci , we compute the cosine similarity between the tf vectors of context(w) and context(ci ), i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Only
the most dominant meaning (over all occurrences of w) is kept in the concept
space. For words having multiple meanings, our hypothesis is that “secondary”
meanings are introduced by their corresponding features, e.g., for the word Java
having meanings island and coﬀee, if island is selected as the main meaning of
Java, the second meaning coﬀee can still be introduced in the concept space by
occurrences of words like espresso, latte, coﬀee beans, etc.
In a similar fashion, we relate concepts to topics based on similarity of contexts. The context for a topic t is deﬁned to be the bag-of-features selected from
the training collection by decreasing Mutual Information (MI) [14] value. For
our implementation, we used the top 50 terms with regard to MI rank. Once
we have computed all the similarities for the (feature, concept) and (concept,
topic) pairs, we normalize them, and interpret them as estimates of the probabilities P [f |c] and P [c|t]. In the sim(f, c) and sim(c, t) computations, we only
consider the (f, c) and (c, t) pairs in the pruned parameter space. The computed values are then used for enhancing the EM algorithm in the model ﬁtting
process.
Transductive Learning. Our feature-concept mapping does not require labeled
documents, thus it can be computed on the entire unlabeled collection. This has
the eﬀect of drastically reducing the need for training data. The concept-topic
mapping might be poorly estimated from sparse training as the topics might be
poorly described in the training set. This problem can be alleviated by extending
the topic description using background corpora. For example, we can improve
the training description of the topic Biology by using a better description from an
encyclopedia, e.g. the Biology page from Wikipedia. We note that this methodology of using background knowledge makes our model robust to variations in
vocabulary or data distribution, problems that can occur when directly adding
background data to the training set.
2.4

Enhanced EM Algorithm

The mapping step presented in Section 2.3 can be seen as deﬁning a prior probability distribution on the model parameters P [f |c], P [c|t]. This can be exploited
in a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation of parameters, rather than simple maximum likelihood estimation. We denote by θ = (θf |c , θc|t , θt ), θf |c =
P [f |c], θc|t = P [c|t], θt = P [t] our model parameters. Let θf |c ∼ Dirichlet(αcf )
and θc|t ∼ Dirichlet(βct ), where αcf = sim(f, c) for each f ∈ F and c ∈ C and
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βct = sim(c, t) for each c ∈ C and t ∈ T . Let θt be uniformly distributed, with
density g(θt ) = |T1 | . The corresponding densities for θf |c and θc|t are:


c

g(θf |c ) ∼ Πf ∈F θf |c αf , θf |c ≥ 0, αcf ≥ 0,

θf |c = 1, ∀c ∈ C

(10)

f ∈F

t

g(θc|t ) ∼ Πc∈C θc|t βc , θc|t ≥ 0, βct ≥ 0,



θc|t = 1, ∀t ∈ T

(11)

c∈C

Because θf |c , θc|t and θt are independent random variables, their joint density
can be written as: g(θ) = g(θf |c , θc|t , θt ) = g(θf |c ) · g(θc|t ) · g(θt ). Let x = (f, t) be
an observation from a multinomial distribution. Let F (θ|x) = g(θ)·L(x|θ), where
g(θ) deﬁnes a prior distribution on the parameters and L(x|θ) is the likelihood
of the (f, t) samples (as in Section 2.2). We want to compute the MAP estimate
θ = argmaxθ F (θ|x)

(12)

As g(θt ) is a constant function, it does not inﬂuence the maximization, and we
leave it out in the following estimations. Let

c
t
F (θ|x) = (Πc,f θf |c αf ) · (Πt,c θc|t βc ) · [Πf,t (
θf |c · θc|t · θt )n(f,t) ]
(13)
c

For maximizing the above function we employ an EM algorithm (similar to
the estimation in Section 2.2). The E-Step remains the same. The parameter
estimates θf |c and θc|t for the M-Step become:

αcf + t∈T n(f, t)P [c|(f, t)]

(14)
θf |c = P [f |c] = 
c


f  ∈F (αf  +
t∈T n(f , t)P [c|(f , t)])
θc|t = P [c|t] = 

βct +


f ∈F

t
c ∈C (βc +



n(f, t)P [c|(f, t)]

f ∈F

n(f, t)P [c |(f, t)])

(15)

Combining the similarity-based estimates with the estimates based on training
counts strengthens the model robustness. We show in the next section how the
additional ﬂexibility of our model helps learning even when, due to little training, other methods fail.

3
3.1

Experiments
Methodology

The experimental setup is the following: given a large unlabeled collection of documents, the goal is to categorize it into predeﬁned categories. For this purpose,
we want to ﬁnd out how much labeled data is needed for obtaining a reasonable
classiﬁcation accuracy, and what classiﬁer methods perform best. As we most
likely have a small amount of labeled (training) data and a large amount of
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unlabeled (test) data, the most interesting methods are those that learn over
the entire dataset, i.e. transductive techniques. For comparison, we show experiments with both inductive (i.e. methods that learn only from training) and
transductive methods. Our results are averaged over 10 repetitions with random
splits into training and test data, with the size of the splits ranging from 0.25%
training data and 99.75% test data, up to 10% − 90% training-test splits.
3.2

Test Collections

We evaluate our techniques on three test collections. For all three collections,
both stemming and stop-word removal are used.
The ﬁrst one is the Reuters-21578 dataset collected from the Reuters
newswire in 1987. Of the 135 potential categories only the most frequent 10
are used (so that enough training/test documents are present) and we keep only
documents labeled with a unique topic. This results in a total of 8,024 documents.
The Amazon dataset1 was extracted from http://www.amazon.com. It contains editorial reviews of books, organized into categories. From the available
categorization, we selected all the editorial reviews for books in Biological Sciences, Mathematics, and Physics. This amounts to 5,634 documents.
The Wikipedia collection2 was obtained by a topic-focused crawl of http://
www.wikipedia.org. The selected topics were Politics, Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, and Geography. The crawl was started
from the main pages of each of these classes and topic-speciﬁc words in the
anchor text were used as indicators for whether an outgoing link should be
followed. The dataset gathered this way contains 5,384 documents. Due to the
crawling procedure, this dataset contains a considerable amount of noise. The
last two collections diﬀer in nature from the Reuters dataset: their vocabulary
is much richer and expressive, the language ambiguity is higher.
3.3

Results

The following experiments show the eﬀect of using explicit knowledge models for
transductive inference. As a baseline for comparison the results of a multinomial
Naive Bayes (NB) [14], the inductive version of our model coined ILM (Inductive
Latent Model) using the MAP estimator of Section 2.4, inductive SVM (ISVM)
[13], transductive SVM (TSVM) [12] and the Spectral Graph Transducer (SGT)
[11] are shown. Our transductive model is coined TLM (Transductive Latent
Model). Based on previous studies [18] about robust evaluation measures for
text classiﬁcation we chose microaveraged F1 as our main performance metric.
In settings with few training data, parameter tuning is infeasible: it is diﬃcult
to perform cross-validation or to provide held-out data. For this reason, for all
the methods presented, the parameters are kept ﬁxed across experiments. For
1
2

Available at http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/∼ifrim/data/Amazon.zip
Available at http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/∼ifrim/data/Wikipedia.zip
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Table 1. Reuters. Microaveraged F1 for diﬀerent training set sizes.
Training NB

ILM ISVM TSVM SGT TLM

split0.4
split0.5
split1
split2
split5
split10

67.1
70.0
76.5
81.7
90.0
92.0

64.5
67.2
77.2
83.4
91.1
92.9

71.8
73.5
81.0
82.2
84.9
88.4

57.6
50.2
60.8
72.7
87.1
89.4

76.5
79.7
88.6
89.9
92.1
93.0

79.7
80.7
84.1
85.1
89.4
89.6

Table 2. Wikipedia. Microaveraged F1 for diﬀerent training set sizes.
Training NB

ILM ISVM TSVM SGT TLM

split0.25
split0.5
split1
split2
split5
split10

70.4
74.8
76.9
80.7
82.1
84.5

72.7
76.0
77.9
80.8
83.6
85.8

43.0
61.3
73.2
78.9
83.2
85.0

32.5
52.0
63.1
69.3
77.8
81.6

70.5
77.1
79.3
81.4
82.9
84.3

79.2
80.5
80.9
80.8
82.8
84.8

Table 3. Amazon. Microaveraged F1 for diﬀerent training set sizes.
Training NB

ILM ISVM TSVM SGT TLM

split0.25
split0.5
split1
split2
split5
split10

72.7
74.8
77.9
81.4
83.2
84.9

77.2
79.1
81.1
83.3
84.2
85.2

48.7
63.0
72.2
78.2
83.8
84.5

64.1
68.0
75.6
82.1
85.8
86.7

77.8
82.4
85.0
86.0
87.5
88.1

83.7
84.9
85.1
85.2
85.5
85.9

NB, ILM and TLM, the vocabulary size is ﬁxed to 10,000 terms selected by
Mutual Information for NB and ILM and tf · idf rank for TLM. Due to our
bootstrapping mapping, our enhanced EM algorithm converges very fast, in one
or two iterations; for TLM we set the number of EM iterations to 1. As suggested
by [12] we do not use any feature selection for SVMs. We use SVMLight [13]
with linear kernels and default parameter settings. The parameters for SGT are
ﬁxed to the values found in [11] to give the best results on the Reuters dataset:
c = 3200, d = 80 and k = 800; no feature selection is done.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the concept-topic mapping might be poorly estimated from sparse training. We propose solving this problem by automatically
querying Wikipedia as background knowledge for improving the bag-of-words
context of a given topic, prior to computing the initial topic-concept mapping.
For a fair comparison, we give all the other methods the same information as
used by TLM. Directly adding the background knowledge to training (e.g. we add
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the Coﬀee page from Wikipedia as training for the Coﬀee topic from Reuters)
sometimes decreases the accuracy of the other methods (due to variation in
vocabulary and data distribution), and sometimes increases the accuracy, particularly for sparse training. We report the best results for all the other methods,
so as to give them the best possible advantage against our TLM method.
Table 1 shows results for the Reuters dataset. Using only 33 labeled documents
(0.4% of the total dataset), TLM improves the microaveraged F1 from 71.8%
for ISVM and 76.5% for SGT, to 79.7%. In our experiments with this dataset,
transductive SVM performed considerably worse than inductive SVM for small
training sets. This result is diﬀerent from the one in [12]. We suspect TSVM is
particularly sensitive to parameter tuning, thus using default parameters could
aﬀect the results. We also note that even if SGT uses its best parameter setting
on Reuters, TLM outperforms it for small training data.
Table 2 gives results for the Wikipedia dataset. For the interesting case of
little training, TLM outperforms all other methods by a signiﬁcant margin. The
results are particularly impressive for very small training sets, when our model
proves to be robust in spite of the little supervised information available. In most
of our experiments NB is better than SVM for small training sets; this result is
in compliance with existing text classiﬁcation literature [15], [17].
Table 3 shows results for the Amazon dataset. The results show the same
trend: for little training TLM outperforms all other methods. For small training
sets (split0.25: 14 documents) TLM outperforms SGT by 6%; for training data
large enough (split2: 113 documents) SGT becomes slightly better.
In order to understand the mutual beneﬁts of the bootstrapping mapping and
the EM algorithm, we studied the eﬀect of the similarity-based mapping on the
classiﬁcation results, as compared to the results after applying one EM iteration
(using maximum likelihood estimates, not MAP). On Reuters, the mapping results were considerably improved by using EM iterations. This can be explained
by the nature of this dataset: topics overlap heavily at concept level, thus the
mapping alone cannot discriminate well among topics. For both Amazon and
Wikipedia the situation diﬀered. For sparse training, employing EM iterations
degraded a bit the results obtained with the bootstrapping mapping. This problem of bootstrapping mapping versus EM iterations’ quality is largely solved by
combining the two estimates in a MAP estimate as shown in Section 2.4.
Running time. The most time consuming part for our method is the mapping
of features to concepts which takes about 20 minutes for 10,000 features. Due
to our bootstrapping mapping, EM converges very fast, in one or two iterations.
Classifying the entire collection is done in a few seconds.

4

Conclusion

This paper has introduced a generative model and a parameter learning algorithm for transductive text classiﬁcation with explicit background knowledge. In
contrast to previously proposed latent semantic models, our approach has explicit concepts associated with its latent variables, which enables it to bootstrap
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the EM-based parameter estimation procedure in a highly eﬃcient and eﬀective manner and provides the ﬂexibility for learning from the unlabeled part of
the corpus or even additional background corpora. Our extensive experiments
have shown signiﬁcant improvements of classiﬁcation accuracy, in comparison
to state-of-the-art techniques like Spectral Graph Transducer and Transductive
as well as Inductive Support Vector Machines. The gains are most pronounced
for small training sets, a typical and inevitable situation in many real-life text
mining applications.
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